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DJ FELIX DA FUNK - Biography

Felix Da Funk, Ibiza born in 1983 and
lover of the House.

The musical styles that you can listen
of Felix are very varied and dynamic.
The most notable virtue is its versatility when playing music and you can
listen from the current sessionfrom the
House most elegant to more danceable at the dancefloor sessions combined with most innovative House Tech
House.
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The beginnings of his career as a Deejay given start in Nuba clubs like Privilege,
in the pre-parties of the legendary party Balearic People and in its “Warm Up’s”
Saturday in 2003. He has also been to other Clubs Island Blanca such as “”La
Diosa” in the heart of Ibiza, Space with Oscar Colorado, Es Paradis, Eden or
Terrenal.
In 2006 establishes his residency every Friday at Eden , creating a unique party
Funky House with DJ’s from the island and prestigious partners such as Deep
Josh, Camilo Franco, among others. He is in turn a resident of Sunset Bay Bar,
on the Bay of San Antonio , every Sunday.
In these last years he has been able to to listen in clubs of Nuba as; El Divino,
Space, Privilege, Lio, Sirocco , B-For, Jockey Salinas, Grail Nuba, Pacha Ibiza,
L’Escollera, Eden, Es Paradis, Kumharas, Lips , Nassau , Ocean Club, Bora Bora
Ibiza, Nuba Ibiza, KM5, Bay Bar, El Ayoun, etc and also in clubs outside the
island as: Gaudi Club (Alcoy), Club Catwalk (Barcelona), Pacha Sochi (Russia),
Daimond Sky Club (Bahrain ), Amura Club (Denia), The Office (Madrid),
Oxygen (Tanger), Hotel W Eclipse Club (Barcelona), Mirage Tlemcen (Algeria),
etc.
In 2011 reaches its greatest recognition. Was awarded Deejay Newcommer
Ibizan Deejaymags in the prestigious national awards in dance music in Spain.
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PRESENT DAY:

He collaborates with Nuba Live Radio where you can listen to your best sessions. He has also released its fourth compilation through Epoque Music Label
called Nuba House vol.4
He is working in the best clubs on the island and recently by the label UNDERGROUND MJEZIEEK has released its latest production U Back Baby. Currently
he is the resident DJ of the parties “Ibiza Sensations” in Ocean Club, “Limbo
Ibiza” in KM5 and I DO IBIZA Ibiza Bora Bora in addition to having other residences and Jockey in season. Currently is resident DJ at “W Doha Hotel & Residences” (Hotel-Restaurant-Bar) in Wham in Doha - Qatar.
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Felix is the present and future of the new generation of DJs and producers with
the denomination of origin Ibicencan. The whether is a true ... IBIZA RESIDENT
DJ

More Infos:

www.secondsungroup.com

